INTRODUCTION
The rate constants for chlorine atom reactions with hydrogenous molecules have become increasingly important due to the current interest in the potential modification of stratospheric ozone concentration. Modelers have shown that hydrogen abstraction reactions which produce HCt constitute significant sinks for chlorine atoms, and the potential depletion of ozone from the U -Ct0 chain is moderated over that which is predicted if such reactions are not operative.
Due to the known abundance of CH in the stratosphere, one such important reaction is Ct + CH -"HCt, + CH302
Watson, et al have reviewed other important abstraction
reactions including Ct + H2 -+ HCt, + H 4 and have explicitly discussed the stratospheric implications. One possibly important substrate is hydrogen peroxide which is presumably formed from the self disproportionation of H0 2 0 These authors have additionally studied Ct, + H20 2 -> products (1) and have supplied one of the two published room temperature values to date, the other being by Leu and DeMore. 5 These two studies show adequate agreement within claimed uncertainties.
On the basis of these determinations and a presumed temperature ments of k1 at stratospheric temperatures or indeed at any temperature other than 298 K. These factors coupled with a fundamental interest in reaction (1) have supplied the motivation for the present study. Here we report rate constants at four temperatures ranging from 265-400 K.
The low temperature limit is restricted by the vapor pressure of H2O 2 but does slightly overlap stratospheric temperatures.
The high temperature limit is restricted by thermal decomposition of H2O2.
EXPERIMENTAL
The technique used in the present study is flash photolysis with resonance fluorescence detection of chlorine atoms. The details of the apparatus have been given previously,6
and the application to chlorine atom detection has also been demonstrated. 2 ' 4 Thus, only those aspects which are specific to the present study will be emphasized here.
In all of the reported experiments, chlorine atoms were produced by the flash photolysis of phosgene. 2 ' 4 ' 7 A sapphire filter was used to restrict photolyzing wavelengths to a a 143 nm, and the photodecomposition of H 2O 2 was therefore minimized.
As in previous studies, 2 ' 4 chlorine atom resonance radiation was produced in a floring microwave driven resonance lamp from pre-mixed 0.1% Ck 2 in He mixtures at 0.5 torr total pressure. This radiation is only partially reversed under these conditions. Resonant fluorescent photons were observed at right angles and were taken to be directly proportional to chlorine atom concentration. In this work (1-5)x10 10 s [C Jt)o s (1-5) x 10 11 cm -3 . The detected photons passed through a BaF 2 window which restricts X a 135 nm, and, therefore, the effective spectral response of the detector was 135 nm a 175 nm, the upper limit being determined by the photomultiplier response.
For the reaction rate studies, three component mixtures of phosgene, H 2O 2 , and Ar diluent were pre-mixed, and preliminary experiments showed that pseudo-first order decay constants from exponential decay of chlorine atom fluorescence were higher with static or slowly flowing mixtures than with a flow rate which was sufficient to replenish the cell between successive flashes. This behavior may be indicative of the accumulation of secondary reaction products which can contribute to chlorine atom decay. The problem was easily eliminated in practice and constancy in decay constants was obtained by using faster flow rates of the reaction mixture.
Under these fast flow conditions the amount of heterogeneous loss of H 2O 2 in the cell was routinely measured as will be described below.
The observed pseudo-first order rate constants are composite since chlorine atom loss from reaction and diffusional loss from the reaction viewing zone both contribute. As in earlier studies, 2'4'6 separate experiments at exactly the same pressure and temperature vere performed without reactant H2O 2 in order to obtain the diffusional rate constant, kd. Table ] . Values of kbi are extracted from (a) the assumption that the arithmetic mean is valid and (b) the assumption that the "after the cell" measurement is appropriate. The results in Table 1 indicate that, while values of kbi derived on the basis of assumption (b) are uniformly higher, the differences are not significant for the three lowest temperatures 9 in that they are within one standard deviation of the corresponding values based on assumption (a). At 400 K, however, the difference is nearly a factor of two as a result of substantial loss of H 2O 2 in passing through the cell. In either case the errors for each set in Table 1 are We note, however, that if the results of Table III of HOCZ + OH (6) Reaction (4) may be compatible with a simple abstraction model with a path degeneracy of two whereas reactions (5) and (6) 
